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or involving power lines. SDG&E has provided us with the lengths of

2

transmission lines of various voltages within their network, and these can be used

3

to determine a fire rate per mile of transmission line. These numbers can then be

4

extrapolated for the proposed SPL project.

5
6

Q.

7

SDG&E?

8

A.

9

such data exists. This is despite the following entry in the Power Line Fire

Is detailed location information included in the data provided by
No, and according to SDG&E’s response to data request MGRA-10, no

10

Prevention Field Manual, of which SDG&E was a co-author3: “Critical to the

11

prevention of fires caused by electrical power is knowing when and where they

12

occur and building this information into a GIS database which is shared by the

13

fire agencies and electric utilities for future models and projects.”

14
15

Q.

How many fires were recorded in the SDG&E records?

16

A.

Eighty seven fires were recorded by SDG&E over a 35-month period.

18

Q.

How large were these fires?

19

A.

The majority of the fires were small, less than .1 acre. Total area burned

20

by all fires was 352 acres.

17

21
22

Q.

What characterized the largest fires?

23

A.

Fires for which wind was recorded as a contributor were much larger than

24

other fires, as indicated in Table B-1 in Appendix B, shown below:

25

3

OSFM, CDF, USFS, PG&E, SC Edison, SDG&E; Power Line Fire Prevention Field Guide; Mar 27,
2001, p. 1-2
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A.

One likely explanation is that there is a common element that causes

2

power line fires and also causes fires to be larger. As shown in previous sections,

3

this element is asserted to be wind.

4
5

Q.

6

San Diego County?

7

A.

8

data for fires between 1910 and 2005 as GIS data available for download. Only

9

data on fires greater than 50 acres or responsible for damage is included. Data

What is the fraction of wildland fires due to power line incidents in
This analysis is shown in Appendix D33. The CDF offers fire perimeter

10

associated with these perimeters, such as their date and cause, are also collected.

11

These data were extracted into a spreadsheet so that statistics could be performed

12

on them.

13

Total number of fires in the sample is 1,354. Of these, only seven were listed as

14

power line fires, corresponding to 0.5%. Restricting the sample to after 1960, as

15

the development of San Diego commenced, reduces the total number of fires to

16

759. All of the power line fires occurred in the post-1960 time frame, leading to a

17

rate of 0.9%.

18
19

Q.

Why would there be fewer power line fires in San Diego County?

20

A.

A likely reason that the rate of power line fires in San Diego County

21

would be less than that elsewhere in California is the predominance of chaparral

22

fuel types. Most power line fires are due to tree-power line contact, which is not

23

as serious of an issue in San Diego due to the comparative scarcity of trees.

24
25

Q.

33

How damaging were power line fires in San Diego?

Appendix D, Sec. 2.2 - Power line fires in San Diego, 1910-2005
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A.

Power line fires in San Diego County have been extremely damaging,

2

burning a total of 17% of the area burned since 1960.

3

The power line fires are listed below:

4
5

YEAR

FIRE

ACRES

6

1970

LAGUNA

174158

7

1993

GUEJIUTO

17819

8

1997

LAUREL

702

9

1996

PALA

467

10

1999

STEWARD (MAIN) 33.4

11

2002

PINES

61690

12

2005

MILLER

19.7

13
14

The perimeters of these fires are shown in Figure D-334.

15

Both average and median fire sizes were calculated for both power line fires and

16

for the full post-1960 data set. These and their ratios are shown below:

17
Fires since 1960

Power line Fires

Ratio

759

7

.0092

1,460,000

255,112

.17

Average fire size

1,924

36,445

19

Median fire size

149

711

4.8

Number of fires
Acres burned

18

34

Appendix D, p. 9
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construction techniques, technologies, or fire fighting capabilities might reduce

2

losses.

3
4

13. COST/BENEFIT IMPACTS OF HABITAT RESTORATION OR

5

REPLACEMENT

6
7

Q.

8

line fire started by the SPL?

9

A.

10

Are there other economic damages that might accrue from a power
Yes. There is the possibility that habitat could be permanently lost or put

at risk, and that SDG&E would be required to correct this loss.

11
12

Q.

How can San Diego habitat be put at risk by wildland fire?

13

A.

The chaparral of Southern California is fire-adapted. However, if fires are

14

too frequent, a process called “type conversion” occurs, in which invasive, highly

15

flammable weeds replace the native chaparral. This is described in Appendix H60.

16

A good review of this phenomenon which cites the major sources is given by

17

Halsey61. Type conversion could have severe ecological impacts and should be

18

dealt with in depth in the EIR. It could also have economic impacts on ratepayers

19

if SDG&E were required to replace or restore preserved habitat.

20
21

Q.

What areas along the proposed route are at risk for type conversion?

22

A.

Areas in San Diego County which have recently burned will be at risk for

23

type conversion until their chaparral communities stabilize, a period of about 10

24

to 20 years. In particular, areas near potential ignition sources such as the SPL or

25

SWPL will be at greater risk. These areas, along with the age of their

60
61

Appendix H, Section H2.2
Halsey, p. 25
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October Fire Causes
San Diego County – Investigators for CAL FIRE have released the following
causes for the rash of wind driven fires that started between October 21st and
October 23rd.
The Harris Fire cause is undetermined. The Harris Fire burned 90,440 acres,
destroyed 548 structures, valued at over $28 million, costing taxpayers $21 million
in suppression costs. There were eight civilian fatalities and 40 firefighter
injuries.
The Witch, Guejito and Rice Fires were determined to be caused by powerlines.
The Witch Fire burned 197,990 acres, destroyed 1,650 structures, valued at over
$236 million, costing taxpayers $18 million in suppression costs. There were two
civilian fatalities, 40 firefighters injured. The Witch Fire burned together with the
Guejito Fire. The Rice Fire burned 9,472 acres, destroyed 248 structures, valued
at over $30 million, costing taxpayers $6.5 million in suppression costs. There
were six firefighters injured.
The Poomacha Fire was started by a structure fire, which spread into the brush.
The cause of the structure fire is undetermined. The Poomacha Fire burned 49,410
acres and destroyed 217 structures, valued at over $5 million. Suppression costs
totaled $21 million for the Poomacha Fire. There were injuries to 15 firefighters.
The Witch Fire is the second largest in San Diego County history, the Harris Fire
is the fifth largest and the Poomacha Fire is the twelfth largest county. The 2003
Cedar Fire remains the largest fire in County history as well as California history.
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By Greg Moran
UNION-TRIBUNE STAFF WRITER

8:12 p.m. November 13, 2007

SAN DIEGO – Two lawsuits were filed Tuesday accusing San Diego Gas
& Electric Co. of not clearing vegetation around its power lines and
causing two of the largest fires that swept through the county last
month.
The suits were filed in San Diego Superior Court by two families who
lost homes in Fallbrook and Rancho Santa Fe. The lawyers are seeking
to have the cases certified as class-action suits on behalf of any county
residents who suffered property damage, injury or death in the Witch
Creek and Rice Canyon fires.
The Rice Canyon fire began Oct. 22 near Rainbow in North County. It
destroyed 206 homes and scorched 9,500 acres. Five firefighters were
injured.
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The Witch Creek fire began Oct. 21 and burned more than 197,000
acres, destroyed 1,125 homes, injured 40 firefighters and killed two
people.
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Todd Macaluso, the lawyer who filed the suits, said the blazes were the
result of the utility's negligence and failure to keep the area around the
power lines clear.
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“They didn't cut the brush back, plain and simple,” he said. “We're
saying there never would have been a Rice Canyon fire or a Witch
Creek fire if SDG&E had cleared the brush.”
In a statement, SDG&E said it adhered to state and federal regulations
governing how its power-line system should be maintained. The
statement also said that the extreme weather conditions – hot and dry
weather, extremely low humidity and very strong winds – “created a
huge hazard for all of us,” including the electricity system.
“No electric system can be completely protected from such severe
weather,” the statement said.
The plaintiffs in the Witch Creek lawsuit are a Rancho Santa Fe couple,
Kenyon Clark and Kathy Clark, whose home on Zumaque Street was
destroyed.
Michael Downing, a homeowner on Reche Road in Fallbrook who lost
his home, is the plaintiff in the Rice Canyon suit.
Neither Downing nor the Clarks could be located for comment.
Cal Fire officials have already said the Rice Canyon fire was caused by a
downed power line. It also suspects that arcing power lines might have
sparked the Witch Creek blaze.
Macaluso said that high winds pushed power lines into each other and
that the arcing caused by the contact ignited brush that was too close to
the lines.
He contended that the utility could have prevented that by using
separators or insulating the lines so that when they made contact they
did not spark.

Sponsored Links

The suit says state guidelines require vegetation to be cleared from four
to 10 feet around power lines. The suit alleges SDG&E did not meet
that standard.
Macaluso said witnesses to the first moments of the Rice Canyon fire
said they saw tree branches slamming into power lines, creating a

shower of sparks.
This is not the first time that SDG&E's maintenance of power lines has
been challenged in court. In 1995, the utility settled a lawsuit brought
by victims of the Guejito fire, which charred 20,000 acres and
destroyed 18 homes east of Escondido.
In that case, plaintiffs said the utility had not trimmed an oak tree near
a line that ignited and touched off the blaze. The utility agreed to pay a
percentage of the damages for property owners to settle the case.
Greg Moran: (619) 542-4586; greg.moran@uniontrib.com
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_________________________________________
UCAN Testimony on Overview of Technical
Testimony, SDG&E Misinformation and
Alternatives
This testimony is presented by Michael Shames, Executive Director of
Utility Consumers’ Action Network (UCAN) on issues relating to San Diego Gas
& Electric’s (SDG&E) Sunrise transmission application.

I have appeared before

this Commission on numerous occasions and have been recognized as an expert
on telecommunications and energy matters.

My qualifications are detailed in

Attachment “A”.
This testimony addresses four elements of this case:
1. It presents an overview of UCAN’s technical findings, summarizes the
preferred alternative to Sunrise and explains UCAN’s recommendations;
2. It catalogs specific public misstatements made by SDG&E and its allies
and discusses how SDG&E’s public education efforts have devolved into a
misinformation campaign;
3. It examines the costs that SDG&E has incurred in conducting the technical
analysis and “public education” efforts associated with the project.
4. It explains why SDG&E must pursue long-term site banking for in-county
renewable development in lieu of a 500kV transmission project.

I. Overview of UCAN Findings
After lengthy study, UCAN has determined that SDG&E’s power line
project is not justified. The utility has misled regulators and the public about
costs, overstated the need for the project, and has ignored smarter, more
economical alternatives. UCAN’s expert witness David Marcus has reviewed

proposal and enables the utility to import renewable power and maintain
reliability for the region though 2017.
The degree of errors and misinformation surrounding SDG&E’s
application is unusual. Utility applications rarely take the factual liberties
demonstrated in this filing. UCAN surmises that SDG&E’s overly aggressive
push to promote this project is based more upon its own economic interests than
those of its customers or its regard for the environment. SDG&E’s projected
profits from this project, if approved, would amount to over ¾ of a billion dollars
(specifically $780 million) over the life of the Project.

This project, if approved,

would triple SDG&E’s transmission rate base by 2010 and guarantee a lucrative
profit on the investment through 2050.

The extreme profitability of this project

may partially explain SDG&E’s skewed analysis and disingenuous promotion of
a project that is inferior to the alternates studied by UCAN.

C. SDG&E Withheld Essential Information
For example, SDG&E asserts that the capital cost of STP is $1.265 billion,
this is akin to the face value of a mortgage. However, SDG&E inaccurately
represents the cost to ratepayers to pay-off this capital cost (i.e. the entire cost to
pay off that mortgage over 30 years). By failing to take into consideration many
collateral costs and using an inappropriate methodology, SDG&E has
understated the annual revenue requirements of the Project by approximately
$760 million over the life of the project (i.e. 12% of annualized costs). These
additional costs turn out to be an additional $760 million over 40 years that will
be charged to the state’s ratepayers in addition to the $6.24 billion that SDG&E
estimates will be charged to ratepayers in its application12. UCAN views $760
million as a lot of money and regulators should think so as well.

12 SDG&E, Table H17 Errata – the project will cost $156 million levelized dollars per year, for 40 years. $156 x
40 =6,240.
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Fire Management Impacts on Invasive Plants in the
Western United States
JON E. KEELEY
U.S. Geological Survey, Western Ecological Research Center, Sequoia-Kings Canyon National Parks, Three Rivers, CA 93271-9651,
U.S.A., email jon keeley@usgs.gov and Department of Ecology and Evolutionary Biology, University of California, Los Angeles, CA
90095, U.S.A.

Abstract: Fire management practices affect alien plant invasions in diverse ways. I considered the impact of
six fire management practices on alien invasions: fire suppression, forest fuel reduction, prescription burning
in crown-fire ecosystems, fuel breaks, targeting of noxious aliens, and postfire rehabilitation. Most western
United States forests have had fire successfully excluded for unnaturally long periods of time, and this appears
to have favored the exclusion of alien plant species. Forest fuel reduction programs have the potential for greatly
enhancing forest vulnerability to alien invasions. In part this is due to the focus on reestablishing pre-EuroAmerican fire regimes on a landscape that differs from pre-Euro-American landscapes in the abundance of
aggressive non-native species. We may be forced to choose between restoring “natural” fire regimes or altering
fire regimes to favor communities of native species. Intensive grazing in many western forests may exacerbate
the alien problem after fire and temporally decoupling grazing and fire restoration may reduce the alien
threat. Many shrubland ecosystems such as the Intermountain West sagebrush steppe or California chaparral
have a natural, high-intensity crown fire regime that is less amenable to forest restoration tactics. Historical
use of prescribed fire for type conversion of shrublands to more useful grazing lands has played some role in
the massive annual grass invasion that threatens these shrublands. Fuel breaks pose a special invasive plant
risk because they promote alien invasion along corridors into wildland areas. Use of prescription burning to
eliminate noxious aliens has had questionable success, particularly when applied to disturbance-dependent
annuals, and success is most likely when coupled with ecosystem restoration that alters the competitive balance
between aliens and natives. Artificial seeding of alien species as a form of postfire stabilization appears to
cause more problems than it solves and may even enhance alien invasion.

Key Words: exotic plants, fire suppression, fuel breaks, fuel reduction, non-native plants, postfire rehabilitation,
prescription burning
Impactos de la Gestión de Fuego sobre Plantas Invasoras en el Oeste de Estados Unidos

Resumen: Las prácticas de gestión de fuego afectan de diversas maneras a las invasiones de plantas. Consideré el impacto de seis prácticas de manejo de fuego sobre las invasiones: supresión de fuego, reducción
de combustible forestal, quema prescrita en ecosistemas con fuego de dosel, guardarrayas, eliminación de
invasoras dañinas y rehabilitación post fuego. En la mayorı́a de los bosques del oeste de Estados Unidos el
fuego ha sido excluido exitosamente por largos perı́odos de tiempo no naturales y esto parece haber favorecido
la exclusión de especies de plantas exóticas. Los programas de reducción de combustible forestal tienen el
potencial para incrementar la vulnerabilidad de bosques a las invasiones de plantas exóticas. En parte, esto se
debe al enfoque en el reestablecimiento de regı́menes de fuego pre-Euroamericanos en un paisaje que difiere
de paisajes pre-Euroamericanos en la abundancia de especies no nativas agresivas. Podremos ser forzados
a elegir entre la restauración de regı́menes de fuego “naturales” o la alteración de regı́menes de fuego para
favorecer a comunidades de especies nativas. El pastoreo intensivo en muchos bosques occidentales puede exacerbar el problema de invasoras después del fuego y la reducción temporal de pastoreo y gestión de incendios
puede reducir la amenaza de las invasoras. Muchos ecosistemas con matorrales como la estepa de artemisa

Paper submitted October 26, 2004; revised manuscript accepted July 7, 2005.
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West Intermountain o el chaparral California tienen un régimen natural de fuego de alta intensidad que es
menos dócil a las tácticas de restauración de bosques. El uso histórico de quemas prescritas para la conversión
de terrenos con matorrales a tierras de pastoreo más útiles ha jugado un papel en la invasión masiva anual de pastos que amenaza a estos terrenos con matorrales. Las guardarrayas constituyen un riesgo especial
porque promueven la invasión de áreas silvestres a lo largo de corredores. El éxito del uso de quemas prescritas
para eliminar invasoras dañinas es cuestionable, particularmente cuando se aplica a anuales dependientes
de perturbación, y el éxito es más probable cuando se combinan con restauración de ecosistemas que altera
el balance competitivo entre invasoras y nativas. La diseminación artificial de semillas de especies invasoras
como una forma de estabilización posterior al fuego parece causar más problemas que los que resuelve e
incluso puede favorecer la invasión de exóticas.

Palabras Clave: guardarrayas, plantas exóticas, plantas no nativas, quema prescrita reducción de combustible,
rehabilitación post fuego, supresión de fuego

Introduction
U.S. federal policies incorporate alien plant concerns into
management of public lands. For example, the U.S. National Park Service policy (U.S. Department of Interior
2001) mandates that “exotic species will not be allowed
to displace native species if displacement can be prevented.” The chief of the U.S. Department of Agriculture
Forest Service (USFS) has identified invasive species as
one of the four significant threats to U.S. forest and rangeland ecosystems (U.S. Department of Agriculture Forest
Service 2004), and the USFS manual states that “determining the risk of noxious weed introduction or spread as
part of the NEPA process for proposed actions, especially
for ground-disturbing and canopy-altering activities” is
the explicit responsibility of managers (U.S. Department
of Agriculture Forest Service 1995). Here I explore how
these policies may be complicated, and sometimes compromised, by fire management practices. I examined impacts from six fire management practices: (1) fire suppression, (2) fuel reduction in forests, (3) prescription
burning in shrublands, (4) fuel breaks, (5) prescription
burning to target noxious aliens, and (6) postfire rehabilitation.

Fire Suppression
Fire suppression policy over the past century has worked
toward excluding fires from forests. For some forest types,
such as Southwest ponderosa pine (Pinus ponderosa
Laws.), the natural fire regime of frequent, low-intensity
surface fires has been particularly amenable to fire suppression tactics. Consequently fires have been excluded
over a significant portion of the landscape for much of
the twentieth century (Allen et al. 2002). There is little
debate about the critical nature of the fire hazard due to
unnatural accumulation of understory fuels in these and
many other western U.S. forest types. These fuels increase
the probability of large, high-intensity wildfires and pose a

Conservation Biology
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threat to the long-term sustainability of these ecosystems
(Graham et al. 2004).
Under this management policy of fire suppression,
however, forests appear to have fared well in terms of minimal alien plant invasion (Pierson & Mack 1990a, 1990b;
Weaver et al. 2001; Keeley et al. 2003). One of the major
reasons for the resilience to invasion of undisturbed forests is that the closed forest canopy is highly inhibitory to
aliens, most of which require high light levels (Rejmanek
1989; Pierson et al. 1990; Charbonneau & Fahrig 2004).
Other factors that potentially play a role are the accumulation of surface litter, which diminishes sites for alien
establishment, and reduced propagule sources (dense,
closed canopy forests have little herbaceous growth to
attract livestock).

Fuel Reduction in Forests
The National Fire Plan (U.S. Department of Agriculture
Forest Service 2001) addresses the threat of catastrophic
fires by reducing fuels with prescription burning or mechanical thinning. The Healthy Forests Restoration Act
of 2003 (House Resolution 1904) increases the ability of
resource managers to perform necessary fuel reduction
projects and is called forest restoration because one of its
goals is to return forests to their prefire-suppression-era
structure and function. Fire lines and firefighting equipment associated with prescription burning directly favor alien species by creating soil disturbances and introducing alien propagules (Harrod & Reichard 2001;
Backer et al. 2004), but the impact is potentially much
broader. There is growing evidence that these fuel reduction projects alter ecosystem structure in ways that
promote alien plant invasion.
Ponderosa pine forests in the Cedar Grove section of
Kings Canyon National Park in the southern Sierra Nevada
of California have been managed with prescription burning for more than two decades. The primary goal is to
return a quasi-natural fire cycle for the resource benefit of

Keeley

these forests. In 1998, however, fire management voluntarily halted this program because of the recognition that
associated with prescription burning was an explosion
of cheatgrass (Bromus tectorum L.) in the burned forests
(Caprio et al. 1999). Results of experiments on the interaction between cheatgrass and fire show that burning
stimulates cheatgrass populations, regardless of whether
it is late spring or early fall (T. McGinnis & J.E.K., unpublished data). Based on these studies, the only parameter
with potential for inhibiting cheatgrass is accumulation
of pine-needle litter, which suggests that lengthening the
fire-return interval to significantly exceed the natural cycle may be one of the few options for controlling this
alien invader.
Restoration includes restoring not only natural processes such as fire but also natural structure through mechanical thinning of forests, and these practices also may
enhance alien invasion. Extensive forest restoration is currently under way in many western U.S. ponderosa pine
forests. These treatments alone or in combination with
burning of slash increase both the diversity and abundance of alien plant species (Griffis et al. 2001; Dodson
2004; Wienk et al. 2004). Longer-term studies are needed,
however, to determine whether this is a short-lived invasion or whether such practices provide an opportunity
for invasives to gain a foothold that will allow long-term
persistence in these forests.
These examples suggest a potential conundrum. Forest restoration often has as one of its goals returning the
system to historical fire regimes of high fire frequency
(Covington & Moore 1994). These historical fires, however, occurred on a landscape that lacked a background
of diverse alien species poised to take advantage of such
disturbance regimes. This situation may force a choice
between restoring “natural” fire regimes or altering those
fire regimes to favor communities of native species. In
reality, though, the question is not that simple because
reducing the incidence of fire in these ecosystems has
long-term impacts on forest structure, with potential cascading effects on alien species.
Many western U.S. forests have historically had rather
complex fire regimes that included a mixture of surface
fires and localized crown fires (Odion et al. 2004b). Lowintensity surface fires removed dead wood and thinned
the sapling population, and localized patches of crown
fire created gaps that were essential for reproduction
(Keeley & Stephenson 2000). A century of fire suppression, coupled with other management activities such as
grazing and logging, has added greatly to the amount and
continuity of understory fuels such that now these perturbed forests face the reality that gaps created by highintensity crown fire will be potentially orders of magnitude larger (Fig. 1). These canopy gaps are sinks for alien
invasion (Keeley et al. 2003). Crawford et al. (2001) reported more than a dozen alien species in gaps produced
by high-severity wildfires in northern Arizona ponderosa
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Figure 1. Hypothetical distribution of fire-generated
gaps expected for natural fire regimes and future fire
regimes in Sierra Nevada mixed conifer forests
perturbed by a century of fire exclusion ( from Keeley
& Stephenson 2000).

forests, and these aliens constituted more than a quarter
of the understory cover. These invasive species change
the fuel structure of forests (Brooks et al. 2004) and are
capable of setting back both natural and artificial regeneration of the dominant forest trees.
There are perhaps ways to minimize effects of alien
species in fuel reduction projects. For example, many
of the aliens Crawford et al. (2001) recorded in their
burned sites were weeds that are often transported by
cattle (Arnold 1950; Wuerthner & Matteson 2002); thus,
prescription burning or logging, when coupled with grazing, may be a dangerous combination, exacerbating the
alien invasion problem. This is supported by the report
that wildfires in ungrazed ponderosa forests of northern
Arizona have relatively few alien species (Laughlin et al.
2004). If there is a connection, then it could be rather
large because 70% of the western United States is grazed,
including wilderness areas, national forests, and some national parks (Fleischner 1994). I suggest that rotating grazing areas so that livestock are removed for an extended
period of time before prescription burning might be one
means of reducing alien species’ response to necessary
fuel reduction treatments.
Manipulating fire severity during prescription burning
can also affect the alien response because high-severity
gaps are more vulnerable to invasion than low-severity
gaps (Keeley et al. 2003). This, however, is complicated
by the requirement of many dominant trees in highseverity gaps for successful seedling recruitment (Keeley
& Stephenson 2000).
Manipulating treatment patch size may be another way
of altering the invasive threat. For example, the size of
burned patches affects postfire colonization by opportunistic species (Turner et al. 1997). Small patches have
a greater perimeter-to-area ratio, making the burned area
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more vulnerable to invasion, whereas large burn patches
have a smaller ratio, making the bulk of the burned area
less susceptible to colonization from outside alien invaders. The landscape pattern of alien distribution, however, complicates drawing conclusions about community
vulnerability to invasion. For example, forest patches adjacent to open habitat are much more susceptible to invasion than forests surrounded by more closed canopy
forest (Charbonneau & Fahrig 2004). If aliens are sparsely
distributed across the landscape, then small burn patches,
despite their high perimeter-to-area ratio, are less likely to
encounter alien populations, whereas large patches, with
a greater absolute perimeter size, would have a higher
probability of encountering alien populations.
In short, grazing history, alien distribution patterns,
treatment size, and fire severity are all factors that might
be manipulated to reduce the alien threat linked to necessary fuel-reduction projects. Roads and recreational use
are other parameters that interact with fire and invasives
(e.g., Gelbard & Belnap 2003) and could be manipulated
in conjunction with fuel treatments to reduce alien invasion.

Prescription Burning in Shrublands
Many shrubland ecosystems such as the Intermountain
West sagebrush steppe or California chaparral have a natural fire regime of high-intensity crown fires. These ecosystems provide fewer options for fuel reduction because
mechanical treatments are both expensive and unlikely
to provide commercial profit. Prescription burning is one
of the more economically feasible treatments but there
are increasing constraints on its widespread use in shrubland ecosystems because of the hazards of high-intensity
fires on populated landscapes. One of the realities of doing prescription burning in crown-fire ecosystems is the
difficulty of defining controllable prescriptions (Keeley
2002a). This is particularly problematic for burns in the
normal late summer through autumn fire season. One approach is to conduct burns outside the normal fire season,
but such manipulations have the potential for extreme resource damage, as illustrated by the poor recovery of the
native community and massive alien invasion following a
winter burn in one California park (Fig. 2).
For shrublands as well as forests, prescription burning
is justified if it provides either resource benefits to the
ecosystem or reduces fire hazard for people. In California chaparral, prescription burning is primarily justified
on the basis of fire-hazard reduction, whereas in the Intermountain West sagebrush, the primary justification is benefit to ecosystem resources. The most commonly cited
resource benefits are improved rangeland for wildlife
(Beardall & Sylvester 1976; Holechek 1981) or livestock
(Pechanec 1944; Sapsis & Kaufmann 1991). Other justifications include returning these ecosystems to their his-
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Figure 2. Alien-grass-dominated scar in chaparral
shrublands 10 years after an out-of-season winter
burn in chaparral at Pinnacles National Monument
(central coastal California) (photo by J. Keeley). A
similar effect was also reported for another
cool-season chaparral prescription burn in northern
California (Parker 1987).

torical structure, which is considered by some to have
been a landscape of more open sagebrush steppe vegetation. Indeed, rangeland literature commonly refers to
the unnaturally dense stands of sagebrush in need of prescription burning (Blaisdell et al. 1982; Miller et al. 1994).
In light of the massive cheatgrass invasion across much
of this landscape (Mack 1981), coupled with the potential for burning to favor cheatgrass expansion (Harnis &
Murray 1973; Knapp 1997; Young & Allen 1997), there is
need for a closer examination of prescription burning in
these Intermountain West ecosystems.
Prescription burning in sagebrush ecosystems is a
highly effective method of improving rangelands for livestock grazing. The dominant shrub, Artemisia tridentata
Nutt., is immediately replaced by more palatable herbaceous plants and recovers slowly over a period of decades
(Stewart & Young 1939; Pechanec 1944; Ralphs & Busby
1979). On the other hand, prescription burning for enhancement of wildlife habitat appears to be justifiable in
very few cases, and generally the loss of sagebrush following burning represents important habitat loss (Miller
& Eddleman 2001; Welch & Criddle 2003). Restoring historical fire regimes is perhaps the weakest justification
for prescription burning because many lines of evidence
suggest fire-rotation intervals are currently at the low end
of the historical range of variability (Menakis et al. 2003).
The natural fire regime in sagebrush ecosystems appears
to have been one of infrequent fires at 60- to 110-year intervals (Whisenant 1990; Welch & Criddle 2003; W. Baker,
personal communication), although at the mesic end of
the gradient it may have been shorter ( Winward 1984).
Thus, except on rangelands where livestock production
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is the only goal, prescription burning may not be a desirable fire-management treatment because of the potential
threat of exacerbating the cheatgrass invasion.
In California chaparral and sage scrub shrublands, a similar annual grass invasion has also occurred, although firemanagement practices for rangeland improvement appear to have played a much bigger role. This began with
burning by the Native Americans, largely to favor herbaceous vegetation over shrublands, which set much of the
landscape in a quasi-disequilibrium vulnerable to rapid annual plant invasion upon the arrival of Europeans (Keeley
2002b). By the late nineteenth century rangelands were in
short supply, widespread burning expanded the grazing
lands, and the coastal analogues of cheatgrass, specifically
Bromus madritensis L., B. hordeaceous L., and B. diandrus Roth., and forbs such as Erodium cicutarium (L.)
L’Her., rapidly expanded to fill the void created by removing natural shrub dominants (Keeley 1990, 2001, 2004b).
Initially these burning practices were unregulated, but in
the mid-twentieth century organized efforts at rangeland
expansion into shrublands was a state-sanctioned practice
that resulted in substantial conversion to alien grasslands
(Keeley & Fotheringham 2003).
Typically a repeat fire within the first postfire decade is
sufficient to provide an initial foothold for aliens (Fig. 3).
With the first entry of alien annuals into these shrubland
ecosystems, there is a potential shift from a crown-fire
regime to a mixture of surface and crown fires, where
highly combustible grass fuels carry fire between shrub
patches that have not yet attained a closed canopy capable of carrying crown fire under most weather conditions.
As fire frequency increases there is a threshold beyond
which the native shrub cover cannot recover (Zedler et al.
1983; Haidinger & Keeley 1993; Jacobson et al. 2004). Not
only do alien grasses increase the probability of burning,
but also the shift from crown fires to a mixture of surface
and crown fires increases the probability of alien seed-

Figure 3. Model of fire and alien species interactions
in California chaparral.
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Figure 4. Type conversion recorded for Malibu
Canyon, Santa Monica Mountains, California: left,
natural chaparral landscape representative of
chaparral in Malibu Canyon (photo by Anna
Jacobsen); right, landscape dominated by alien
annual grass after three fires in 12 years ( based on
Jacobson et al. 2004; photo by Steve Davis).

bank survivorship (Keeley et al. 2005) because grass fuels generate lower temperatures (Zschaechner 1985). In
these shrublands and in other ecosystems, alien grasses alter fire regimes in ways that enhance their own success, in
what has been described as a “grass/fire cycle” (D’Antonio
& Vitousek 1992), “niche construction” (Keeley 2001), or
“invasive engineering” (Cuddington & Hastings 2004).
In recent years ineffective fire prevention has allowed
an unnaturally high number of wildfires on chaparral
landscapes, which has resulted in conversion to aliendominated grasslands (Fig. 4). Such type conversions not
only affect biodiversity, but replacing slopes dominated
by natural shrublands with grasslands also makes these
landscapes highly vulnerable to major changes in hydrological processes. For example, experimental type conversions performed for fire hazard reduction have resulted in soil slips and other major geomorphological
changes (Keeley 2002a).
On shrubland landscapes where the excessive load of
anthropogenic fires has stressed natural ecosystems to the
point of collapse, fire managers need to be prudent about
adding further fire in the form of prescription burning.
Currently this applies to much of the Great Basin and
all of the lower-elevation foothills in southern California,
where type conversion to alien grasslands is happening
at an alarming rate ( J.K., personal observations). To be
avoided are prescription burning at fire-return intervals
of 5 years in southern California chaparral (Loomis et al.
2003; Gonzalez-Caban et al. 2006), which are likely to lead
to type conversion to alien grassland and even exacerbate
the sedimentation problems they are supposed to reduce
(Keeley et al. 2004).
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Fuel Breaks
Forests and shrublands, particularly in California, have
had a long history of experimentation with different types
of fuel breaks. They are constructed to create barriers to
fire spread and to provide access and defensible space for
fire-suppression crews during wildfires. These activities
have the potential for creating suitable sites for alien plant
invasion, and invasion is closely tied to the loss in overstory cover. In a recent study of 24 fuel breaks distributed
throughout California, alien plants constituted as much as
70% of the plant cover and the proportion of aliens varied significantly with distance to roads, fuel break age,
construction method, and maintenance frequency (Merriam et al. 2006). The association of alien species with
fuel breaks raises two critical concerns. One is that the
linear connectedness of these disturbance zones acts as
corridors for alien invasion into wildland areas. Another
is that these zones of reduced fuels produce lower temperatures and thus safe sites for alien propagules during
wildfires, ensuring survivorship of seed banks (Keeley
2001, 2004b). Consequently, following fires these fuel
breaks represent a major source area for alien invasion
of adjacent wildlands (Fig. 5).

Prescription Burning to Target Noxious Aliens
Fire has diverse effects on alien species, and except for a
small handful of cases, it generally promotes persistence
of aliens (e.g., Grace et al. 2001; Harrod & Reichard 2001;
Brooks et al. 2004). Invasive species in the western United States that seem to be controlled by fire include
Mediterranean Basin macchi shrubs known collectively
as “brooms.” Some of these are vigorous resprouters after
fire and thus are not readily controlled by burning. Oth-

Figure 5. Interaction between number of fires and
distance from the fuel break. Error bars represent + 1
SE ( from Merriam et al. 2006).
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ers (e.g., Scot’s broom [Cytisus scoparius (L.) Link]) are
weak resprouters, and burning shows promise of control.
All have dormant, fire-stimulated seed banks; thus several
repeat fires appear to be required to extirpate brooms
from a site (Tveten & Fonda 1999; Alexander & D’Antonio
2003; Odion & Haubensak 2004), not unlike what happens to native shrublands in the face of repeat fires (Figs.
3 & 4). Burning, however, typically replaces these noxious woody aliens with herbaceous alien species (Keeley
2001).
Several lines of evidence point to precisely timed prescription burning as an effective treatment for eliminating
certain noxious alien annuals with transient seed banks
that are vulnerable to fire during spring seed dispersal.
One example widely cited in recent alien plant review articles as a demonstration of such success is the application
of spring burning in the control of yellow starthistle (Centaurea solstitialis L.). This European pest is distributed
from Idaho to California and has been targeted as a particularly noxious alien because it alters range conditions
and severely reduces soil water resources (Gerlach 2004).
Confidence in prescribed burning treatment as a control
for this species is based on the results of annual burning
for 3 consecutive years in very dense stands that demonstrated 90–100% reduction in starthistle (DiTomaso et al.
1999; Odion et al. 2004a). Burn plans written by agencies undertaking prescribed burns in annual grasslands
often use this as one of their primary goals (e.g., East
Bay Regional Parks, http://www.ebparks.org/fire/rxfire).
This species, however, like many aliens, has a relatively
long-lived seed bank (Callihan et al. 1993), and longerterm study shows that this thistle rapidly reestablishes
once burning is halted (Fig. 6). Clearly, prescribed burning provides only temporary reduction, does not effect
sustainable control of this alien, and may exacerbate the
alien situation.
Most alien herbs are opportunistic species that capitalize on disturbance. I offer the hypothesis that when it
comes to eliminating such noxious aliens, control is most
likely under conditions that limit the use of further disturbances such as fire (or grazing, mowing, or herbicides).
In some cases prescribed fire may be appropriate if applied in a manner that affects the noxious target species
more than potential native competitors and if coupled
with active ecosystem restoration that alters the competitive balance between aliens and natives. Sustainable control of these aggressive weeds is most likely going to occur
only when natural, intact ecosystems are restored. In the
case of yellow starthistle, it invades annual grasslands that
owe their origin to disturbance, either displacement of native perennial grassland or type conversion of shrublands
and woodlands (Huenneke 1989; Keeley 1990; Hamilton
1997). In the absence of community restoration, prescription burning is likely to provide only temporary control
of this, and other, noxious annual weeds, and not be costeffective.
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Figure 6. Yellow starthistle (a) cover, ( b) seed, and (c)
seedling production following three consecutive
annual burns applied to extremely dense populations
of this noxious alien weed. Immediate postfire results
were promising (DiTomaso et al. 1999), but follow-up
studies indicate that burning destabilized these
grasslands and allowed subsequent reinvasion once
burning was stopped (Kyser & DiTomaso 2002).
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fire-stimulated germination (Went et al. 1952), and decades later on many of the previously seeded slopes in
the Los Angeles Basin this species still figures prominently
in the postfire flora as a ghost of seedings past (Keeley
et al. 2005). Eventually postfire seeding projects replaced
mustard with various grass species (e.g., ryegrass [Lolium
multiflorum Lam.], zorro fescue [Vulpia myuros (L.) C.
Gmelin], crested wheatgrass [Agropyron cristatum (L.)
Gaertn.]) that appear to lack persistent seed banks. Although these grasses are not persistent on chaparral or
forested slopes (Barclay et al. 2004; Beyers 2004), they
are capable of invading adjacent grassland and savanna
communities.
Because they lack an ability to invade communities,
“sterile” or “nonpersistent” cereal grains have been considered a more desirable species for reseeding (Beyers 2004). Although seeding of these species may have
achieved some of the intended goals of slowing soil erosion, they have introduced other problems. In one study
in the Sierra Nevada the success of wheat seeding was so
extraordinary (Fig. 7) that it resulted in the loss of substantial native plant diversity and pine reproduction (Keeley
2004a), a pattern common in many seeding projects (Beyers 2004). Seeding nonpersistent species also carries with
it the problem that a marked loss of plant cover in the second postfire year will create an ecological vacuum, and
aggressive alien invaders are well suited to exploit this
situation.
Increasingly it is apparent that mechanical rehabilitation treatments, including straw mulch and hay bales,
are more predictable means of reducing soil erosion and
other postfire hydrological problems (Robichaud et al.
2000). Mulching treatments, however, are particularly
hazardous in terms of introducing and promoting alien
establishment (Kruse et al. 2004). In fact, accidental introduction of alien propagules is possible with any “burned

Postfire Rehabilitation
Propagule source is often the limiting step in the invasion
process (D’Antonio et al. 2001) and thus postfire management practices such as site stabilization by seeding of
non-natives must be considered a potential influence on
alien plant invasion. These postfire rehabilitation projects
illustrate well the Severide Principle, after the newscaster
Eric Severide, who is quoted as saying, “Most problems
begin as solutions.”
Early efforts at such revegetation projects may have
played a role in the spread of some noxious weeds. For example, postfire seeding in southern California chaparral
in the 1940s aerially seeded black mustard (Brassica nigra [L.] Koch and possibly related taxa) on steep southern
California watersheds (Gleason 1948). These aggressive
weeds soon found their way into citrus orchards and other
agricultural fields and were eventually abandoned by fire
managers as a suitable slope stabilizer. These species,
however, produce polymorphic seed banks with dormant

Figure 7. Postfire ponderosa pine forest reseeded with
a nonpersistent variety of wheat after fire in the Giant
Sequoia National Monument, Fresno County,
California (photo by J. Keeley).
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area emergency rehabilitation” project. For example, following the 2000 Cerro Grande Fire it is estimated that
contamination of aerial seeding sources was responsible
for inadvertently broadcasting more than 1 billion cheatgrass seeds on recently burned sites (Keeley et al. 2006).

Conclusions
Fire management practices could have widespread effects
on invasions of alien species. This linkage is best understood when these problems are placed in a context of
community ecology theory. Fire suppression and prefire
fuel manipulations have ecological equivalents in that the
former attempts to maintain ecosystem equilibrium by
preventing disturbance and the latter introduces disequilibrium.
In western U.S. forests, a century of successful fire suppression policy has shifted the competitive balance in
favor of long-lived trees that create ecosystem conditions
unfavorable to alien invasion. Although greater ecosystem
equilibrium appears to exclude alien plants, fire exclusion
has set these forests on a trajectory of undesirable conditions for both forest sustainability and human fire hazard.
Thus, forest thinning, fuel breaks, and prescribed burning are necessary and inevitable. But accompanying these
management activities is a shift in ecosystem properties
that favor early successional species, and when done in
the context of a landscape with alien species it is likely
to alter the balance of native and non-native species. The
impact of these management practices may be altered by
considering management practices that decouple grazing
and burning practices and manipulate burning patterns
in light of prefire alien presence.
In many western U.S. shrubland ecosystems, fire suppression policy—despite valiant efforts—has not kept up
with an ever-increasing frequency of fires. These communities exhibit weak resilience to major deviations from
the natural crown-fire regime and often the dominant
life forms are lost, creating an ecological vacuum that
is rapidly filled by alien weeds. In both the Intermountain West sagebrush and California chaparral (including
sage scrub) this alien invasion has historically been exacerbated by fire management practices that included prescription burning for range improvement. Current infestations of annual grasses in both regions require enhanced
efforts at fire prevention, fire suppression, and avoidance
of prescribed burning under many situations.
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